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SUBJECT: Research Report 499 (Final); "Seasonal Variations in the Skid Resistance of 
Pavements in Kentucky;" KYHPR-64-24; HPR·l(ll), Part II. 
An epoch of research devoted to methods of testing and advancement of understanding of pavement 
slipperiness -- and terms such as traction, friction, and skid resistance -- now closes with the submittal 
of this, the final report issuing from Study No. KYHPR-64-24. This is the fifteenth report issuing from 
the HPR study. The HPR study began in 1963, in Project HPS-HPR-1(25). That project work program 
covered FY '64 [Note: That sequence of numbering continued through HPS-HPR-1(26), and the new 
sequence began: HPR-1(1)]. Several reports about pavement slipperiness pre-dated FY '64. In fact, our 
earliest involvement in skid testing was in 1954. Then, trailer-type tests were made (by Tennessee) on 
Kentucky Rock Asphalt, sandstone and limestone surfaces (Class I, Type B). Kentucky Rock Asphalt 
was an open-graded sand-asphalt; it was widely recognized for its skid resistance. A bibliography follows 
(attached). Those items identified by asterisks are products of the phase of study now finalized. 
Evaluation of seasonal variations in skid resistance was, necessarily, a long-term undertaking. Twenty 
sections of pavements (four types of surfaces) have been tested seasonally since 1969. Variations correlated 
very well with day-of-the-year. Traffic volume together with antecedent temperature accounted for as 
much of the variation as did the day-of-the-year parameter. Coefficient of friction (and its equivalent 
skid number) is viewed as transient in magnitude and is, therefore, treated statistically. 
The statewide surveys inaugurated in this study and advanced through the Highway Safety Program 
Management Guide (FHWA) (Kentucky Project 609-75-001-004, ... ·76-001-002, ... ·77-001-001) remain 
ongoing in KYP-74-60. Performance evaluations of surface types and materials also continue under 
KYP-74-60, which is in Part Ill·B of the annual, Planning and Research Program. 
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Laboratory studies of wear and frictional 
characteristics of aggregates began in 1956, and field 
testing of pavement surfaces began in 1958. Many variables 
associated with testing devices, procedures, and methods 
of test were investigated and led eventually to 
standardization. From 1958 to 1969, field tests were 
conducted with an automobile in several modes I 1 ). 
Testing then was confined mostly to a 6~month period from 
mid-May through mid-November. Also, the greater 
manpower needs for testing with an automobile could best 
be satisfied in the summertime. However, concerns 
persisted with regard to the influence of weather and the 
seasonal changes. A limited investigation of seasonal 
changes was conducted during 1965, 1966, and 1967. 
Results then indicated significant fluctuations, but the data 
were insufficient to define the changes 12). 
A two-wheeled, skid-test trailer was acquired in 1969 
and was adopted for routine testing I 3 ). Statewide surveys 
were initiated, and the data were used for a multiplicity 
of purposes, including the identification of locations 
hazardous in wet weather. The test period needed to be 
defined to minimize variability. Also, measurements outside 
the test period needed to be adjusted to a common base. 
Periodic measurements were initiated in 1969 on 20 
pavement sections; there were four types of surfaces. Tests 
were conducted from November 1969 ·through 1973. 
Changes in skid resistance were related to day of the year. 
Relationships were sought between· skid resistance and 
temperature at the time of test, average temperature for 
1 to 8 weeks prior to the day of test, and average rainfall. 
This report presents those analyses and changes in skid 
resistance on an open~graded friction course and three 
pavements used since 197 5 for monitoring the performance 
of the test device. 
DATA 
Pavement Sections 
A total of 20 pavement sections were selected within 
30 miles (48 km) of Lexington (see Table 1). Fourteen 
were 1.5 miles (2.4 km) long and the other six were 1.0 
mile (1.6 km) long. The sections were bituminous (Class 
I, Types A and B), sand asphalt, and portland cement 
concrete. The annual average daily traffic (AADT) per lane 
ranged from 200 to 10,300. Each section was at least 3 
years old; therefore, polishing effects due to traffic had 
stabilized. 
Weather Data 
Precipitation and temperatures were obtained from 
monthly tabulations of "Local Climatological Data" 14) for 
the Lexington area. Monthly and weekly average 
precipitation were determined both in terms of quantity 
and duration. Average temperatures for periods of 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 8 weeks preceding tests were calculated from daily 
average temperatures, which were determined by averaging 
3·hour readings. Monthly average temperatures were 
recorded. Ambient air temperature and pavement surface 
temperature were measured and recorded at the time of 
test. 
Skid Resistance Measurement 
Skid resistance was measured with a Surface 
Dynamics Pavement Friction Tester (Model 965A) 
manufactured by K. J. Law Engineers, Inc., Detroit, 
Michigan. The two-wheeled skid-test trailer was acquired 
in 1969. This trailer complies with ASTM E 274 15). The 
measurements represent the traction developed between a 
standard, 14-inch test tire (ASTM E 249) 16) and a wetted 
pavement. The locked·wheel measurements are expressea 
in skid numbers (SN). A description of the skid trailer and 
procedures applicable to the method of test were presented 
in a previous report 13). 
From November 1969 to December 1972, the test 
sections were tested on a monthly basis. Six of the sections 
were overlaid in June 1972. Testing continued during 
March and June 1973 on the 14 remaining sections. 
Equipment malfunctions, weather conditions, and other 
circumstances prevented testing during some months. In all, 
tests were made during two-thirds of the scheduled months. 
Measurements were made in the left wheel path at 
40 mph (17.9 m/s). Tests were also made at 20 mph (8.9 
m/s) and at 60 mph (26.8 m/s) during one-half of the 
schedule. The resulting skid numbers and temperature data 
are tabulated in APPENDIX A. 
TABLE 1. PAVEMENT SECT !Or~S 
SEC-
CONST. TION AADT COUNTY ROUTE ·~I LE MARKER PAVEMENT LANE YEAR NO. PER LANE 
MADISON I 75 94e7 - 96.2 CLASS I' TYPE" A S tlrJ !9,63 1 8t400 
BITUMI.' OUS Nb I 2 4t600 MADISON us 25/421 12 .. ':) - 14.D CLASS I ' TYPE A NB 1965 3 ),9"iQ 
BITUMitJOUS SH 4 3' 95 0 WOODFORD BLUE GRASS 65.0 - 66.Q CLASS I ' TYPf A WoO 1965 s 1' 90 0 PARKWAY BITU!•H,\OUS Ebi 6 200 FAYETTE KY 4 6.3 - 7.2 CLASS I ' TY?E 8 s 8:1 1962 7 lJ,300 
BITUMI'<OUS 1\i•J I s 7t4"i0 CLARK I 64 99.7 -101.2 CLASS I ' TYPE B Eon .1961 9 5t300 
BITUMINOUS war 10 lo 500 BOURBON us 27/68 o.z - 1. 8 CLASS I ' TYPC B NE 1962 11 3t300 
BITUMI'-OUS s~ 12 3t300 FAYETTE I 64/75 111 .. 0 -1!2.0 PORTLAND Cff'.1E·\IT E~CJ 1 963 13 9 ,z 00 
Cn:,CRf· TF '.VB I 14 5t650 WOODFORD us 60 3.'t - 't. q PORTLAND CEMENT WffJ 1960 1" 5,35 0 
CU~CRETC: E ~'II 16 1,600 FRANKLIN us 60 11 • 1 - 12. 1 SAND-:'I.SPHALT wen 1960 17 5' 450 
Et..d 1? 1 965 0 ANDERSON us 62 20.6 - 22. 2 SAND-ASPHALT WB l96b 19 l '3'5 0 
SKID NUMBER VERSUS DAY OF YEAR 
Skid numberS from the 40-mph (17 .9-m/s) tests were 
plotted verSus date of test (APPENDIX B). These plots 
indicated that skid numbers varied sinusoidally during the 
year. It was desirable to derive an equation to indicate 
the day of occurrence of the highest and lowest SN. 
Therefore, the model equation for the regression analysis 
was based on the cosine function; one cycle encompassed 
365 days. This equation was 
SN = predicted skid number, 
SNP = skid number about which SN varies, a 
where 
i'>SN = largest variation of SN about SNa, 
D = day of year, and 
D1 = day of year at which SN is lowest. 
The values of SNa, L'>SN and D1 were determined for each 
test section using the method of least squares. These values 
along with other statistics are presented in Table 2. The 
best~fit curves were plotted and are shown as solid lines 
in APPENDIX B. The variations in SN were determined 
for each section by subtracting SNa from SN . The 
resulting curves were drawn as shown in Figure f. 
2 
Eo 2(1 t,350 
The variances in SN on bituminous surfaces were 
associated with traffic volume. For example, Section I with 
a I 6-point change was the same construction project as 
Section 2 with only a 12-point change. Section 1, however, 
was the outer lane and had a higher AADT than Section 
2. The same was true for pairs of Sections 5 and 6, 7 
and 8, 9 and 10, and 17 and 18. All other sections were 
on two-lane roads, and, therefore, pairs of sections had 
nearly the same AADT. These pairs were Sections 3 and 
4, II and 12, and 19 and 20. There were very little 
differences in the SN' s in those cases. 
Changes in skid numbers (measured SN minus SNa) 
for each type of surface were combined, and regression 
equations were determined. Class I, Type A and Type B, 
bituminous pavements were also divided into two groups: 
greater or less than 3,500 vehicles per day per lane. The 
equations and their coefficients are tabulated in Table 3. 
Regression curves for the 365-day cycle are given in Figure 
2. Data and curves are in Figure 3a-c. 
TABLE 2. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; SKI 0 NUMBER 
VERSUS DAY OF YEAR; EACH PAVEMENT SECTION 
SECTION SN 0 A SN Dll. Dh R2 E s 
l 43.5 8.0 248 65 0. 73 5 3o6 
2 52.7 5.8 252 69 0. 587 3.6 
3 37.0 7.0 248 66 0. 391 6.7 
4 36.8 6.6 253 70 0.492 s. 1 
5 53.7 2.4 226 44 o. 234 3.6 
6 65.0 1.6 222 39 0.156 2·9 
7 41.8 5.1 225 43 0.588 2o9 
8 5lo6 3.5 248 65 0.463 2.7 
9 49.0 8.1 246 63 0.670 4·2 
10 60.2 4.0 260 78 0.335 4o0 
ll 49.6 2.7 2 38 55 0. 191 4o2 
12 48o9 3.0 256 73 0.177 s.o 
13 36.6 3.9 231 49 0.282 4o5 
14 43.4 4.7 206 24 0. 318 5. 1 
1 5 42o1 2.2 315 132 o. 223 3.0 
16 46.3 2.3 190 7 0.175 3.5 
17 38.0 6.8 231 49 0.640 3.8 
18 40.5 5.9 215 33 0.509 4· .3 
19 45.2 3.9 207 25 0.408 3.5 
20 43.8 s.1 2 07 25 0. 720 2o4 
Dh = day of year at which SN is highest (Dh = DJC - !82.5) 
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Best-Fit Curves; Skid Number Variation versus Day of Year; Each Test 
Section; By Pavement Types. 
TABLE 3. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; DEVIATIONS FROM 
YEARLY AVERAGE SKID NUMBER VERSUS DAY OF YEAR; 
SECTIONS GROUPED BY PAVEMENT TYPE 
PAVEMENT TYPE SN 0 ll.SN D ;;. Dh R2 Es 
CLASS It TYPE A -0.1 5.3 248 65 0.402 4.8 
I AADT>3, 500 l o.o 6.8 250 68 0.508 5.0 
(AADT<3,500l o.o 2.0 225 42 0.198 3.2 
CLASS I ' TYPE B o. 1 4o1 243 61 0.346 4.1 
I AA OT > 3, 50 0 l -0.1 5.6 239 56 0.536 3.6 
IAADT<3,500l o. l 3. i 251 68 0 o2l5 4.3 
PORTLAND CEMENT o.o z.s 223 40 0.150 4.2 
CONCRETE 
SAND-ASPHALT o.o :..4 218 36 6.537 3.7 
Dh = day of year at which SN is highest (Dh = DJ_- 182.5) 
5 
Figure 2. l!est-Fit Curves; Skid Number Variation versus Day of Yelll'; Test Sections 
Grouped by Pavement Type. 
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Skid Number Variation versus 
Date of Test; Class I, Type 
A, Bituminous Pavement; 
Grouped by AADT. 
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The regression curves indicated that SN' s for Class I, 
Type A, with the higher AADT's varied seasonally by 14 
points; the lowest SN occurred in early September. The 
SN' s for Class I, Type A, with the lower AADT' s varied 
by 4 points; and the lowest SN occurred in mid-August. 
The SN for Class I, Type B, surfaces with the higher 
AADT's varied seasonally by II points; and those with the 
lower AADT's varied by 6. The lowest SN's for those 
pavements occurred in late August and early September, 
respectively. The SN for portland cement concrete 
pavements varied seasonally by 5 points. The lowest value 
occurred during mid-August. The SN for sand-asphalts 
varied seasonally by II points (lowest in early August). 
PRECIPITATION AND TEMPERATURE 
VERSUS DAY OF YEAR 
The mechanisms which change pavement surface 
characteristics are many and have been enumerated 
elsewhere (7 ). Two factors investigated in this study and 
which may be associated with these mechanisms were 
precipitation and temperature. 
Since changes in skid numbers correlated with day of 
the year, factors associated with the principal mechanisms 
causing variances must also correlate with day of the year. 
Figure 4 is a plot of monthly averages of precipitation and 
temperature. The amount and duration of precipitation and 
air temperature correlated somewhat with month of the 
year. 
Precipitation 
Precipitations, given in Figure 4, were greatest during 
late spring and early summer and were least during late 
summer and early fall. This trend was most evident in 
weekly averages throughout the 4-year period, as shown 
in Figure 5. However, the amounts were highly variable, 
as, for example, both the largest and the least weekly 
averages occurred in early fall. The average duration of 
precipitation (number of hours per month with 0.01 inch 
(0.25 mm) or more), as shown in Figure 4, exhibited trends 
similar to the amounts of precipitation. The trend is 
illustrated more clearly in the weekly averages in Figure 
6. The durations of precipitation were the longest during 
mid-winter and were uniformily shortest from late spring 
to early fall. Average weekly durations (trace or more) 
were also determined for the 4-year period. These are 
plotted in Figure 7 along with the best-fit cosine function. 
The best-fit curve indicated a good correlation between 
duration and day of the year. The trend was similar to 
that of variances in SN versus day of the year. The longest 
and shortest rainfall occurred from one-half to one month 
before the occurrence of the highest and lowest skid 
resistance. However, the precipitations were not specific 
enough, nor measured often enough, to permit correlations 
with changes in SN. 
8 
Temperature 
Monthly averages of air temperature during the period 
of study varied sinusoidally with month of the year (see 
Figure 4). Lowest temperatures occurred during January 
or February, and highest temperatures occurred during July 
or August. Temperatures each test date, tabulated in 
APPENDIX A, were evaluated for relationships between 
temperature and day of the year. 
Air temperature and pavement surface temperature 
were recorded at the time of skid testing. Regression 
analysis was performed using these data for each type of 
pavement. The model equation was 
Tp ~ T a + L'.T cos [360°(D - Dh)/365], 
where ~ ~ predicted temperature, temperature about which T varies, a 
L'.T ~ variation of T about Ta, 
D ~ day of year, and 
Dh ~ day of year at which T is highest. 
The results of the regression analyses are presented in 
Tables 4 and 5. Good correlations were obtained in all 
cases. The lowest air temperature (46°F (8°C)) occurred 
in late January, and the highest (82'F (28°C)) was during 
the last of July. The lowest pavement surface temperature 
(53°F (l2°C)) occurred during mid-January, and the 
highest (10!°F (38°C)) was during mid-July. When these 
values were compared to the values in Table 3, the highest 
and lowest skid numbers lagged the lowest and highest 
temperature periods by one-half to one and one-half 
months. If the principal mechanism in changing skid 
resistance was associated with air or pavement temperature, 
then the reaction of that mechanism to temperature 
changes must have occurred over a period of a few weeks. 
Air temperatures were averaged over periods of 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 8 weeks prior to the date of test. These averages 
are tabulated in APPENDIX A. Correlation of these 
averages with day of test (based on a I -year cycle) were 
made by regression analysis. Results are presented in Table 
6. The results indicated excellent correlations between air 
temperature, as averaged, and day of the year. A 
comparison of Table 6 with Table 3 indicated that days 
of highest and lowest SN agreed more closely with the days 
of highest and lowest temperature for the 4-week and 
8-week periods: the 4-week period matched the 
fine-textured portland cement concrete, sand asphalt, and 
the low volume, Class I, Type A, surface; the 8-week period 
matched more closely the other types of pavements. 
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Average Weekly Duration of Precipitation (0.01 inch (0.25 mm) or more) 
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Figure 7. 
MONTH OF YEAR 
Average Weekly Duration of Precipitation (Trace or more) for the 
Combined 4-Year Period. 
TABLE 4o RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE AT 
TIME OF SKID TESTING VERSUS DAY OF YEAR; SECTIONS GROUPED 
BY PAVE,~ENT TYPE 
To t:>T 
P~VEMENT TYPE F c F c Dh D ... R2 Es 
CLASS I' TYPE "A 65.3 18.5 17 ol 9,5 209 26 Oo630 9.7 
I AADT > 3,5001 66.2 19.0 16.5 9.2 206 24 0.610 9.7 
IAADT < 3,5001 63.3 17.4 18.8 10.4 211 29 0.706 9.4 
CLASS I ' TYPE B 62.6 17•0 17.5 9.7 211 28 o. 593 10.4 IAADT > 3,5001 64ol 17.8 19.8 u.o 209 26 0.670 9.7 
I AAOT < 3,5001 62.3 16.8 14.5 8.1 213 30 0.537 9.9 
PORTLAND CEMENT 64.5 18.1 20.[ 11.2 210 28 0.698 9".3 
CONCRETE 
SAND-ASPHALT 63.7 l7 .6 18.2 10e1 212 29 0.636 10o1 
ALL 64.2 17.8 17.8 9.9 210 26 0.633 9,8 
D1 = day of year at which T is lowest (Dy_ = Dh - 182.5) 
TABLE 5. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; PAVEMENT SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
AT Tl ME OF SKID TESTING VERSUS DAY OF YEAR; SECTIONS GROUPED 
BY PAVEMENT TYPE 
To t:>T 
PAVEMENT TYPE F c F c Dh D ~ R2 E, 
CLASS I ' TYPE A 7 9. 8 26.5 25o1 13.9 204 22 0.681 12.5 
I AA DT > 3,5001 79.7 26.5 24.6 13.7 207 25 -0.669 12o5 
I AADT < 3,5001 79.5 26.4 26 .. 5 14.7 198 16 0.708 12.6 
CLASS I' TYPE B 7 5. 5 24.2 21.2 11.8 197 14 0.575 12.8 
IAADT > 3,5001 77.3 25.2 24.8 13.8 200 l7 0.661 12.4 
I AADT < 3,5001 74.4 23.6 [8.5 10.3 195 13 0.510 12.9 
PORTLAND CEMENT 74o3 23.5 26.6 14.8 194 11 0.746 10.7 
CONCRETE 
SAND-ASPHALT 76.5 24.7 22 o7 12.6 194 12 o. 59 2 13.6 
ALL 76.8 24.9 23.8 13.2 198 16 0.638 12.7 
D,~ = day of year at which T is lowest (DJ = Dh - 182.5) 
ll 
TABLE 6. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; AMPIENT AIR TE~PERATURE 
AVERAGED FOR 1 9 2,3,4,AND 8 WEEKS PRIOR TO DATE OF SKID 
TESTING VERSUS DAY OF TEST; COMBINED PAVEMENT SECTIONS 
Ta 6T 
PERIOD 
(WEEKS) F c F c Dh 0 /.. R2 Es 
1 55.0 12 .B 22.2 12 .3 212 30 0.917 4.8 
2 54.5 12.5 21.6 12.0 212 30 0.944 3.8 
3 53.9 12.2 22.2 12.3 215 33 0.935 4.2 
4 53.8 12 ol 22.4 12.4 219 37 0.958 3.7 
8 54.0 12.2 21.7 12.1 233 51 0.968 2.a 
D J. = day of year at which T is lowest (DJ = Dh - 182.5) 
SKID NUMBER VERSUS TEMPERATURE Results indicated that correlations between skid 
The similarity between temperature cycles and skid 
resistance cycles indicated that temperature may be the 
primary factor that alters pavement surface characteristics, 
and, therefore, alters skid resistance of the surfaceD Irt that 
case, the SN's obtained should correlate with air or 
pavement surface temperature. A regression analysis of SN 
versus several measures of temperature were made for each 




predicted skid number, 
= SN at 0°F (or 0°C), 
= change of SNi per I °F 
(or I 0 C), and 
T temperature. 
The results of the regression analysis are tabulated in 
APPENDIX C. 
As expected, the best correlations were found for 
pavements that also showed the best correlations between 
SN and day of the year (see Table 2). Also, in general, 
the best correlations were obtained with air temperature, 
averaged for either a 4- or 8-week period prior to the day 
of testing. Additional analysis was made to determine if 
grouping the test sections by pavement type improved the 
correlation between SN and temperature. The measure of 
temperature used in this analysis were air temperature, 
averaged over 4- and 8-week periods prior to the day of 
testing. The SNP's were calculated for test sections using 
the temperature of 70°F (21 °C) for each measure of 
temperature. The corresponding SNP was subtracted from 
the measured SN. Test sections were grouped as before. 
Regression analyses of these adjusted SN' s versus each 
average of air temperature were made. The results are 
presented in Tables 7 and 8. 
12 
resistance and temperature were not as good as correlations 
between skid resistance and day of the year. For these data, 
therefore, prediction of the skid resistance cycle based on 
correlations between SN and temperature would not be as 
accurate as using day of the year. This may mean that 
other factors have confounded the relationship between 
changes in skid resistance and temperature. 
Inasmuch as changes in SN were associated with traffic 
volume, deviations from yearly average daily traffic may 
be a significant factor. Monthly, average daily traffic were 
determined from data presented by Agent, et. al (8). These 
average's were converted to percent deviations from yearly 
average daily traffic and plotted versus day of year in 
Figure 8. These deviations were included as a second 
variable in the regression analyses of skid number and 
temperature. The linear model equation was 
SNP = SNi + LISNtT + LISNaA 
where SNP = predicted skid number, 
SNi = SN at mean AADT and 
at 0°F (or 0°C), 
LISNt = change of SNi per 
(or l°C), 
!oF 
T = temperature, 
LISNa change of SNi per 
one-percent deviation 
from yearly average 
daily traffic, and 
A percent deviation from 
yearly, average 
daily traffic. 
The results of the regression analyses are tabulated in 
APPENDIX D. 
TABLE 7. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; ADJUSTED SKID NUMBER 
VERSUS AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE AVERAGED FOR 't- WEEK 
PER I 00 PRIOR TO TIME OF TEST; SECTI DNS GROUPED BY 
PAVEMENT TYPE 
SN; AT C. SN t PER 
PAVEMENT TYPE D F 0 c l F c R2 Es 
CLASS I' TYPE A 14.8 Sol -0.21 -D o38 0.307 5.3 
I AADT > 3,500) 17.9 9.6 -0.26 -0.47 0.358 5.7 
IAADT < 3,5001 1.0 3.8 -0.10 -0.18 0.250 3. l 
CLASS I ' TYPE B llo4 6.3 -0.16 -o .2 9 0.268 4.5 
I AAD,T ) 3,500) 14.7 8.0 -0.21 -0 .3 8 0.417 4.1 
(AADT < 3,500) 7.9 4o4 -0.11 -o .2o 0.154 4o 5 
PORTLAND CEMENT 7.9 4o4 -0.11 -0.20 0.151 4o4 
CONCRETE 
SAND-ASPHALT 11. a 9.8 -0.25 -0.4 5 0.588 3.6 
ALL 12.8 1.0 -0.18 -0 .32 0.296 4o7 
TABLE 8. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; ADJUST ED SKID NUMBER 
VERSUS AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE AVERAGED FOR 8-WEEK 
PERIOD PRIOR TO TIME OF TEST; SECTIONS .GROUPED BY 
PAVEMENT TYPE 
SN; AT 6 SN t PER 
PAVEMENT TYPE 0 F 0 c 1 F ( R2 Es 
CLASS I' TYPE A 16.4 9.4 -0.23 -0.41 0.337 5.2 
IAADT > 3,5001 20.3 11.5 -0.29 -0 .52 0.424 5o4 
IAADT < 3,5001 7.4 4.7 -0.10 -0.18 0.234 3.1 
CLASS I ' TYPE B 1 z. l 7.1 -0.17 -0.31 0.274 4.5 
IAADT > 3,5001 15.4 8.8 -0.22 -0.40 0.403 4o2 
IAADT < 3,500) 8.6 5.2 -0.12 -0 .22 0.171 't• 4 
PORTLAND CEMENT 8.0 4.6 -D .12 -0.22 0.143 4o6 
CONCRETE 
SAND-ASPHALT 18.0 10.1 -0.26 -0.47 0.532 3o8 
ALL 13.6 a.o -0.19 -c 6134 0.294 4o8 
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Figure 8. Percent Deviations from Yearly Average Daily Traffic versns Day of Year. 
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Results indicated that correlations between skid 
resistance and the combined variables of temperature and 
fluctuations of traffic volumes were as good as correlations 
between skid resistance and day of the year. Skid numbers 
were predicted using these equations and with temperature 
and traffic volume values determined for selected days of 
the year. Temperature values were determined from the 
equations in Table 6. Traffic deviations were determined 
from the curves in Figure 8. 
The skid numbers predicted using the best equation 
for each section were plotted versus day of the year and 
are represented by the dashed lines in the plots of 
APPENDIX B. The dashed lines fit the data at least as 
well as the cosine curves (solid line); and, for several of 
the sections, the equations represented by the dashed lines 
are better predictors of SN' s. 
SEASONAL VARIATION IN SKID RESISTANCE 
OF REFERENCE SECTIONS AND 
OPEN-GRADED FRICTION COURSE 
Since 1975, skid resistance of Class I Type A 
14 
(Modified) bituminous pavement (Red Mile Road in 
Fayette County) has been measured frequently for the 
purpose of monitoring the performance of the test devices. 
(The second tester was acquired in 1976.) In 1976, another 
Class I, Type A (Modified), bituminous concrete (KY 4 
in Fayette County) and a portland cement concrete 
pavement (US 60 in Fayette County) were added. Skid 
numbers from tests, since 1976, on the three reference 
sections are tabulated in APPENDIX E and are plotted in 
Figures 9a and 9b. Monthly averages of ambient air 
temperature for the Lexington area are also plotted in 
Figure 9a. 
Each of the sections exhibited an annual cycle in skid 
resistance. However, the data were more variable from week 
to week than antiCipated. No attempt was made here to 
deal with the short-term changes exhibited by these data. 
The data were analyzed to determine the best-fit curve for 
the 365-day cycle. Data for the portland cement concrete 
pavement, from tests using the device acquired in 1969, 
were not sufficient for these analyses. The statistical data 
are presented in Table 9, and the resulting curves are shown 
in Figures 9a and 9b. 
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Skid Number versus Date of 
Test; KY 4 Reference Section 
and US 60 Reference Section. 
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TABLE 9. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; SKID NUMBER VERSUS DAY OF YEAR; EACH REFERENCE SECTION 
TEST 
R2 SECTION VEHICLE SN0 6 SN D.t Dh Es 
RED MILE ROAD 1969 35.2 3.5 229 46 0.237 3.5 
1976 33.5 3.3 207 47 0.301 3.2 KY 4 1969 39.4 9.1 240 57 0.683 3 .a 
1976 37.0 6.4 249 66 0.510 3.8 us 60 1976 35.9 2. 7 182 l 0.405 2.3 
Dh day of year at which SN is highest (Dh Dt - 182.5) 
These bituminous pavements yielded about the same 
best-fit curves compared to those bituminous pavements 
with similar AADT's analyzed previously (Tables 2 and 3). 
The variation for the portland cement concrete pavement 
was about the same as for those analyzed previously (Tables 
2 and 3). The portland cement concrete reference section, 
however, exhibited the lowest skid resistance in late June. 
The data, as plotted in Figure 9b, indicated that the best-fit 
curve may not have represented the data set well and that 
the lowest skid resistance more likely occurred in late July 
or early August as suggested by values in Table 2 and Table 
3. 
A section of US 31W {southbound lanes) in Hardin 
County was overlaid in 1973 using an open-graded friction 
course. Tests have been conducted frequently. The AADT 
was 6,200 for the outer lane and 2,200 for the inner lane. 
Skid numbers were plotted versus the dates of test and 
are presented in Figure 10. 
The data indicated the pavement did not undergo any 
detectable seasonal variations in skid resistance. 
Unfortunately, data for the winter months were limited; 
and, of course, the data were from a single pavement. 
Conclusions regarding the annual cyclic variation in skid 
resistance of this type of pavement, therefore, must await 
testing of additional pavements. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The seasonal variations of four types of pavements 
in Kentucky exhibited an annual sinusoidal cycle. 
When test sections at the same location (shoulder lane 
versus median lane) were compared, the magnitude of the 
16 
annual variation in skid resistance was strongly associated 
with volume of traffic. Lanes having the greater traffic 
experienced the largest annual variation in skid resistance. 
Adjacent lanes with like volumes experienced about the 
same annual variation. When sections at different locations 
were compared, those with the higher AADT' s did not 
necessarily exhibit the greatest changes in SN. Other factors 
apparently confounded the correlation. 
The lowest Skid Numbers during the year for portland 
cement concrete and sand-asphalt pavements occurred in 
early to mid-August. The lower SN for Class I surfaces 
occurred in late August to early September. The change 
in skid resistance of sand-asphalt and Class I surfaces with 
higher volumes of traffic were about 12 points. The change 
in skid resistance of portland cement concrete and 
bituminous concrete pavements with lower volumes of 
traffic was about 5 points. 
Similarity of the annual precipitation and temperature 
cycle with the annual variations in skid resistance of 
pavements suggested that both precipitation and 
temperature affected skid resistance. Precipitation data 
were not specific enough for the location of each test 
section, nor skid resistance measured frequently enough, 
to allow for correlations with changes in skid resistance. 
Correlations between changes in skid number and 
temperature were best for ambient air temperature averaged 
for 4- and 8-week periods prior to date of test. This 
suggested that the annual changes in skid resistance resulted 
from a reaction of the surface to temperature over a period 
of a few weeks. However, correlations between changes in 
SN and temperature were not as high as correlations 
between SN and day of the year. 
Figure 10. Skid Number versus Date of Test; US 31W, Open-Graded Friction Course; 
Outer and Inner Lanes. 
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On the other hand, combining traffic volume, in the form 
of deviations from yearly average daily traffic, with 
temperature yielded correlations with SN' s which were as 
good as correlations between SN' s and day of year. More 
specific traffic volumes would surely enable even better 
correlations. 
The differences in seasonal variations amongst 
pavements included in this study were sufficiently large to 
preclude determination of factors, based on surface type 
and traffic volume alone, that could be routinely applied 
in the adjustment or correction of skid numbers whether 
obtained within or outside of a normal period of testing 
OF 
.I .I I I I 
210 240 270 300 330 360 
YEAR 
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YEAR 
during the year. Other, more specific influences must be 
identified and quantified. Ih the interim, measurements 
should be confined between the first of July and the middle 
of November to be assured of detecting significant 
differences in SN. Measurements obtained within that 
period will not differ, on the average, by more than 4 SN. 
However, frequent testing of the reference sections is 
recommended to define more specifically each year the 
beginning and ending date of the testing season. The data 
from the reference sections may also serve to estimate 
adjustments whenever it is necessary to test at other times. 
17 
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APPENDIX A 
Skid Numbers from Repeat Measurements on 20 
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5/ 1/72 
t'<QTE! 
. . . 
SECTI-JN NO 
SKID NUM8ER ~T lm/sl 
20MPH 40~PH 60MPH 
























CLASS 1~ TYPE A, BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT 
TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT TlME OF TEST 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
COVER AIR PAVEMENT 1 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CLEAR 571141 631171 35{ 21 361 21 39( 41 39{ 41 45( 71 
CLEAR 391 41 601161 341 11 301 OJ 251-31 251-31 29l-ll 
CLOUDY 481 91 591151 471 81 431 61 401 41 371 3J 341 lJ 
CLE:AR 6bl19) 741231 291-11 291-11 321 01 301 01 281-U 
CLEAR 87131) 1151461 71(221 72(221 71122) 71122) 691211 
CLOUDY 65(1gJ 74~231 571141 591151 591151 63117) 681201 
CLOUDY 381 31 361 21 311 OJ 291-ll 301 0) 30( 01 371 3) 
CLOUDY 381 31 36~ 21 331 11 30! 01 271-ll 28(-ll 291-11 
ClEAR 66(191 65118) 48-1 91 47( 81 44( 71 431 61 42( 61 
P_ARTLY 70!211. 881311 591151 591151 56(131 56{131 521111 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 84129) 108(42) 731231 751241 741231 731231 691211 
CLEAR 70121) 85(2:91 741231 721221 721221731231 731231 
PA~TLY 8212Bl 1101431 771251 74!231 751241 74!231 731231 
CLOJDY 
CLEAR '80!27) l00{38J 63(17) 601161 651181 651161 69(21) 
CLiJUDY 641181 70(21) 45! 71 40t 41 411 51 451 71 52111l 
CLEAR 5'8(141 581141 381 3) 401 41 431 6) 441 71 441 71 
CLEAR 67(19) 761241 371 3J 361 2) 331 1) 30( 0) 331 11 
59 42 ·PARTLY 40( 41 60!161 40( 41 401 41 38( 31 361 21 341 11 
CLOUDY 
4? 
1. DEGREE$ FAHRENHEIT 
z. DEGREES CfLSIJS 
CLF.AR 55'1131 74123) 421 61 411 5) 43( 6) 421 6) 39( 4) 
























5/ 1/7 2 
SECTIJN ~JO ? CLASS It TYPE A, PITUMINOUS PAVEMENT 
S><:IU NU~E'ER AT {ffi/8! AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
2JMPH 40~PH 60~PH SKY 
(8.,91 117.9! 126 .. 51 COVE~ 
TEMPE:<:ATURt 
AT TI"1E OF TEST 
AIR P4 VEME;H 
NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY ~F TEST 
1 2 3 4 b 
1 2 
72 45 CL E.t.R 57(141 63117\ 351 21 36( 21 39{ 41 39( 41 451 71 
53 CLEAR 39( 41 601161 341 1l 3)( OJ 251-31 251-31 291-1) 
54 CLEAR 66119) 741231 291-11 2Gt-ll 321 Cl 30( OJ 281-11 
56 CLCUCY 481 91 591151 471 81 431 6) 401 4) 371 3) 341 11 
63 52 CLFt.R 871311 1151461 7lt221 721221 711221 7lt221 691211 
60 45 36 CLOUDY 6511!'11 741231 57(141 59(151 591151631171601201 
57 (LQUDY 381 31 3ol 21 311 OJ 291-11 301 r.J 301 OJ 37( 31 
72 59 47 CLOUDY 611161 611161 331 ll 301 OJ 271-ZJ 281-ll 291-lJ 
52 CLEAP 66!191 65118) 48{ 9.) 471 81 441 71 431 6J 421 61 
67 52 PARTLY 701211 801271 591151 591151 561131 %031 521i1l 
CLCJUOY 
54 45 (.LFAR 84!29) 1081421 731231 75(241 74123) 731231 691211 
50 Clt=AR 701211 85(£!9) 741231 721221 721221 73(231 731231 
41 PARTLY 821281 1101431 771251 741231 751241 741231 731231 
CLOUDY 
50 CLEAR 801271 1001381 631111 601161 651181 651181 6912ll 
56 48 CLOUDY 64(181 7012ll 451 71 401 41 4lf 5) 451 71 521111 
55 CLEAR 5131141 581 14) 381 31 401 41 431 61 441 71 441 71 
63 CLE"AR 67119) 761241 171 31 361 21 331 ll 301 OJ 331 11 
55 PARTLY 401 41 601161 401 41 40( 41 3~1 31 361 21 341 11 
CLQUDY 
58 CLfAR 551131 741231 421 61 411 51 431 61 421 61 391 41 
59 PARTLY 701211 851291 53112) 57114) 561131 53(12) 471 81 
CLOUC'Y 
NOTE: l• DEGREES FAHRf~HEIT 































3/2 8/7 3 
6/21173 
SKID NU~BER AT lm/s} 
20~PH 40MPH 60MPH 
18.9) (17.9) 126 .. 8) 
49 34 25 
30 
36 
41 26 25 
41 27 18 
39 
43 
51 35 28 




64 46 37 
46 
50 





53 34 25 
38 
59 35 24 
64 42 31 
32 24 
NOTE: l• DEGREiS FAHRE~HEIT 
2. DEGREES CELSIUS 
TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT Tl~E OF TEST 
COVER AIR PAVEMENT 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
l 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CLOJOY 521111 57{141 351 21 361 21 391 41 391 41 451 71 
CLEAR 391 4) 561131 34{ 11 301 01 25(-31 251-31 291-11 
CLE'AR 65(181 741231 l91-ll 29(-ll 32( 01 301 OJ 281-11 
CLOUDY 49( 9) 581141 471 81 431 61 401 41 371 31 341 11 
CLEAR 84129) 105141! 7l(lll 721221 71(221 71t221 691211 
CLOUDY 67119) 79(261 571141 591151 591151 631171 681201 
CLOUDY 381 31 351 21 311 OJ 291-ll 301 01 301 01 371 31 
CLEAR 66119) 651181 481 91 471 81 441 71 43( 61 421 61 
PARTLY 8bt301 591151 591151 561131 561131 521111 
'CLOUCY 
CLEAC< 88131! 1181481 731231 751241 74123) 731231 691211 
ClEAR 701211 87131! 741231 7l12ll 721221 731231 731231 
PARTLY 841291 110(431 77(251 741231 15(24) 741231 731231 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 801271 l0GU81 631171 601161 651181651181 69(211 
CLOUDY 641181 741231 451 71 401 41 41( 51 451 71 521111 
CLEAR 581141 551131 381 31 401 41 431 61 441 7) 441 71 
CLfAR 671191 76(241 37f 31 361 21 331 1 I 301 01 331 11 
PARTLY 401 41 61{161 401 41 401 41 381 31 361 21 341 11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 551131 741231 421 61 411 51 431 61 421 6) 391 41 
PARTLY 721221 R7t3ll 53(121 571141 56113) 53(12) 47181 
CLOiJDY 
CLEAR 88(31) 961361 761241 71(221 711221 69(21) 691211 
CLOUDY 801271 1041401 761241 731231 72(221 721221 731231 
CLEAR 821281 118(481 721221 741231 731231 721221 731231 
CLOUDY 401 41 47{ 8) 561131 571141 581141 611161 66(191 
CLOUDY 471 Bl 50(10) 371 31 38( 31 41( 51 451 71 491 91 
CLOUDY 60(161 4ll 61 481 91 531121 5lt111 42( 61 




































SKID 1\iU'·lP.ER AT tm/s J 
20~PH 4C~PH 60~PH 
f8a9) (17.9} 126.01 



















45 33 2b 
50 34 25 
62 
47 33 27 
1 NJT:E: lo DEGREES FA!--1RE:mEIT 
2. DEG~E~S CELSIUS 
TFt><,PERATURE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT Tl~E OF TEST NJ OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
COVE~ Alq PAVEMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
' CLO~DY 521111 571141 151 2J 361 21 39( 41 391 41 451 71 
CLfAR 391 41 561131 34{ 11 301 OJ 251-31251-31 291-ll 
CLEAR 651181 741231 291-ll 29!-11 321 0) 301 OJ 281-11 
CLOUDY 491 91 581141 471 A) 431 61 401 41 371 31 34( ll 
CLEAR 841291 100138) 711221 72122) 71!22) 71(221 69(2ll 
CLOUDY 67119) 79!261 571141 59115) 591151631171 6cli20J 
CUJUDY 581141 601161 431 61 441 71 431 61 431 61 4~1 91 
CLOUDY 381 31 151 21 311 OJ 291-l) 301 OJ 30( OJ 371 31 
CLOUDY 611161 61!161 331 11 301 OJ 271-21 281-11 29(-ll 
ClEAR 6b!191 6511BJ 4dl 91 471 cil 4-tl 71 431 61 421 61 
PARTLY 861301 59(151 591151 ~61131 561131 SZillJ 
CLOVDY 
CLEAR 88!31! 1l8!'t81 731231 75!24) 74(231 731231 69!21) 
CLE:.R 701211 R71311 741231 721221 721221 731231 731231 
PARTLY 84(29) 110(431 771251 741231 75124) 74123) 731231 
CLOUDY 
CLF.AR 30127) 10;:H3PJ 631171 601161 6511eJ 651181 6912ll 
CLOUDY 6411~) 741231 4?1 11 401 41 41! '5) 451 71 52(1ll 
CLf:AR 58114) 551 13) 381 3} 401 41 431 6) 441 71 441 71 
CLCAP 671191 761241 371 3) 361 21 331 t 1 301 OJ 331 U 
PARTLY 40! 41 611161 401 41 'i-01 4) 381 3) 361 21 341 1) 
CLOUDY 
CLE'AR 551131 741231 421 61 411 5) 431 6) 421 61 391 41 
PARTLY 721221 R7131) 531121 571141 56113) 531121 471 81 
CLlJUGY 
:CtF4R ,!3813ll 96136) 761241 711221 711221 69(211 691211 
CLnu:JY -?.-01271 1041401 761241 73!231 121221 121221 731231 
CLCIJ~Y R2123-J ll81<t8J 721221 741231 ?31231 721221 73123) 
CLCUDY 40{ 41 471 81 561131 571141 "itlll4) 61116) 661191 
CLOUDY 47( "'J 50( 101 371 31 381 31 411 51 451 71 491 91 
601161 421 61 4RI 91 53{121 51111) 421 61 
PAqTLY 74123) 88{27) 741231 74(;?31 721221 7fJ12ll 641181 
CLCtJCY 
.· 
























SKI{) NUM-EER ,AT (ID/S) 
20~P~ 40~PH 60~PH 




















60 47 42 
NOT~: 1. DEGkEES FAHRE~HElT 
z. DEGREES C~LSIUS 
TE~PER ATURE, 
SKY AT TI~E OF TtSJ 
COVtR AIR PAVEMFNT 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING PAY OF TEST 
1 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CLOUDY 40{ 41 431 61 30{ OJ 321 OJ 30{ Cl f61-2l 28(-ll 
CLEAR 48( 91 681201 45t 7J 401 41 371 31 36( 2) 3tl 01 
CLEAR 831311 llU(43) 7U22l 721221 71(22-1 711221 6912ll 
PARTLY 70Ull 831281 751241 73{231 741231 741231 741231 
'CLOUDY 
PARTLY 67119) 721221 2131-ll 291-11 25,(-3) 27(-21 291-ll 
CLOUDY 
Cl,.f:AR '5311-2} 12!l21 441 "71 441 71 371· 31 351 21 321 OJ 
PARTLY 751241 871311 65(ifll bl{l6l 591151 571141 54112) 
CLC\.IOY 
PARTL,Y 86{30J 12l.H491 74{23) 741231 ?3!231 73123) 681201 
CL ounv 
CLEAR 77!251 1041401 74123} 721221 721221 731231 73123) 
CLfAR R3t2r.,J 1031391 701211 691201 691211 7lt22l 721221 
cu:uc-Y 481 ql s2111J 461 -e1 491 91 451 11 421 01 491 91 




471 Bl 7ol241 371 31 401 41 39'( 4) 381 3) 341 11 
621171 QQI32J 411 51 411 51 421 &I 421 61 391 41 
PAPTLY 5b(L3) 83128'1 5;11151 581141 5911':·1 56(131 491 9) 
CLOUDY 
CLOLJtlY 5&'11'31 711221 70(21) 671191 641181 63{171 59(151 
CL:'AR 801271 100138} 76(24-l 731231 721221 721221 72(22) 
CLEI'\R eoU.71 981371 121221 741231 73123J 121221 731231 
CLDUCY 36( 2J 361 21 421 t>l 421 6) 40( 4) 41( 51 461 81 
CLflUOY 531121 40141 49( 9153112151111142161 

















3/1 <t/7 2 
4/ 5/72 






SECT!J~ NO 6 CLASS It TYPE A, BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT 
SKIJ NUM8CR AT lm/s) AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
20~PH 40~PH 60~PH SKY 
TEMPERATURE 
AT TI-.,E OF TEST 
AI'~ PA VEME;'H 

















73 61 56 
2 
CLOUDY 401 4) 431 61 3JI OJ 32( OJ 301 01 26(-21 281-l) 
CLEAR 481 91 681201 451 71 401 41 371 31 36( 21 311 OJ 
CLFAR fl813ll 11:J1431 711221 721221 711221 711221 691211 
PARTLY 70(211 831281 54~121 561131 571141 571141 661191 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 67(191 721221 281-ll 291-11 25!-31 271-21 2JI-ll 
CLOJOY 
CLFAR 531121 72.1221 441 71 441 71 371 3) 351 21 321 OJ 
P,HHLY 7512 1-+l B7131J 651181 611161 59115) 571141 541121 
CL(HJDY 




77125) 1041401 741231 721221 721221 73123) 73{231 
F!3(2:<J 1031391 701211 681201 691211 71122) 721221 
CUlJOY 481 91 ·521111 461 81 491 91 451 71 421 61 491 91 
PAP.TLY 371 '31 581141 331 lJ 301 OJ 281-11 291-ll 34111 
CVlUDY 
CLJ:'.AR 471 E'.l 761241 371 31 401 41 391 41 381 31 141 ll 
CLEAR 621171 901321 411 51 411 51 421 61 421 61 391 41 
PARTLY 561131 f1312BI, 591151 551141 "91151 561131 491 91 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 56(131 711221 7012ll 67(191 641181631171 5911"1 
CLfAR 801271 1CUI381 761241 73(231 721221 72(221 721221 
CLOU~Y 36( 21 36( 21 421 61 421 6) 401 41 41( 51 461 81 
CLOUDY 531121 40( 41 491 91 ?31121 511111 42( 61 
10514ll 75!241 74(231 7ll2ZJ 70(21) 6j(l7) 
NOTE: 1 .. DEGREES FAHRE~HEIT 






















SECTION NO 1 CLASS I, TYPE t:h BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT 
S'<.ID 1\JU'-ICER AT lrn/s} n::,'\PtR.ATURE AVERAGE TEMP~RATURE 
ZOMPH 40MPH 6QMPH SKY AT TIME Of TEST NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 





























36 CLEAR 471 81 60(16) 42( 6) 42( 6) 431 61 441 71 521111 
CLOUDY 301 01 471 8_1 341 11 301 Ol 25(-3)' 251-31 291-ll 
ClEAr-R 321 OJ 451 7) 291-11 301 OJ 321 'JJ 31{ OJ 281-11 
Cl.EAR 59tl'il 611161 't81 9) 421 61 39{ 41 371 31 33( 11 
32 CLEAR. 831281 1011381 691211 72(221 71(221 72122) 691211 
30 CLOUDY 851291 761241 6l!l61 591151 641181 671191 701211 
CLOUDY 401 41 38{ 3) 3l! OJ 291-ll 301 Cl 30( OJ 371 31 
33 PARTLY 671191 72.1221 281-11 291-1) 251-31 271-21 291-11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR ..(_~1121 741231 441 7) 44( 71 37( 31 35( 21 321 OJ 
CLEAR 64118) 841291 54112:14919147181 44( 7143161 
35 PARTLY 761241 9lt33J 65(18) 61(161 591151 571141 541121 
CLDUnY 
PARTLY 84(2Q) 1081421 7l{221 7lt221 71!221 731231 731231 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 66!191 8b(30J 65\181 611161 04{181 651181 631201 
CLO~CY 
37 PARTLY 551131 71tl2J 451 71 401 41 41( 51 451 71 521111 
CLOUDY 
CLEt.R 471 81 561131 371 3J 36( 21 331 11 30( OJ 33( ll 
39 CLQ:JDY 401 41 391 41 371 31 401 41 39{ 41 38( 31 341 ll 
CLE;AR 47( 81 "!6(13) 41< 51 411 5) 42( 61 421 b) 391 41 
Pii.PTLY 671191 1001381 591151 581141 591151 561131 491 ql 
CLOUCY 
30 CLEAR 79(26) 102(39) 641181 671191 65!181 641181 60!161 
~OTE~ 1~ DEGREES FA~RENHEIT 
z. DEGREES CELSIUS 
27 
28 
SECTION NO 8 CLASS I, TYPE B, 9ITUMINOUS PAVEME~T 
SKID NU!'•1PER AT {m/s l TEf-lDER.ATUI".!.E AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
DATE OF ZOMPH 40MPH 60~PH SKY AT TI~E OF TEST NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 





















































NOTE: 1. DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
2. OEGREtS CELSIUS 
2 
CLEAR 471 Bl 601161 421 6) 421 61 431 6J 441 7l 521111 
CLOUDY 30( OJ 471 8J 341 11 301 OJ 25'1-31 251-31 291-ll 
CLEAR 321 OJ 451 71 291-ll 301 OJ 321 OJ 311 OJ 281-ll 
CLEAR 591151 611161 481 9) 421 6) 391 41 371 31 331 11 
CLEAR 831281 101138) 691211 721221 711221 721221 691211 
CLOUCY 851291 761241 61116) 591151 641181 67(191 701211 
CLOUDY 401 41 381 31 311 OJ 291-ll 30( Cl 301 OJ 371 31 
PARTLY 671191 721221 281-ll 291-11 251-31 271-21 291-ll 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 53(121 741231 441 71 441 71 371 31 351 2! 321 OJ 
CLEAR 641Pll 841291 541121 49191471 8144171431 6) 
PARTLY 76(241 '911331 651181 611161 591151 571141 541121 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 84129) 1001<t21 721221 711221 711221 731231 73(231 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 661191 861301 651181 61116} 641181 65!181 68(20) 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 55(131 721221 451 71 401 41 41( 51 451 71 521111 
CLOUDY 
CLEt.R 471 81 56(131 371 31 361 21 331 11 301 Ol 331 11 
CLOUDY 401 41 391 41 371 31 401 41 391 41 381 31 341 11 
CLEAR 47( 81 561131 411 51 411 51 421 61 421 bl 391 41 
CLEAR 79126) 102(391 641181 67!191 651181 64118) 601161 
. 
SECTIJN NO 9 CLASS t, TYPE B, BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT 
I 





















SKliJ NUi'\PER: AT tm/sl 
20~\\Pt~ ftOMPH 6-0MPH 
tB-.91 117.91 126·8-1 
67 52 41 
45 
55 
64 48 41 
57 42 31 
55 












NCiTE: 1, DEGREES FAHR.ENHEIT 
2. DEGREES CELSIUS 
TEMPERATURE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT Tit-lE Of TEST NO OF WEEKS PRFCEDING DAY OF TEST 
COVER AlQ PAVEME.'H 1 2 3 4 8 
l 2 
CLEAR 471 Bl 641181 421 61 421 61 431 6) 45{ 7) 521111 
CLDUDY 651181 6Zil7l 231-41 2?1-Zl 22(-51 241-31 281-ll 
DARTLY 35t 21 42( 6) 28(-l) 341 ll 301 0) 30( 01 281-ll 
CLOUDY 
CLf.AR. 63(1?) B4129J 481 9) 421 6) 391 41 37( 31 331 ll 
CLEAR P..3,(281 112t't4l 70(211 721221 7UZ2l 721221 691211 
CLOUDY S5tl3l 581141 541121 581141 581141 611161 67(l9J 
PARTLY 491 91 67(191 281-ll 301 01 301 OJ 331 ll 381 3) 
-CLOUDY 
PARTLY 391 41 47( 8-l 28{-1) 291-ll 251-3) 271-21 291-11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 691211 80(27) 481 91 471 81 44( 71 431 61 421 61 
CLEM< 671191, B9132l 621171 611161 571141 56(13) .531121 
CLEAR 80·(27) 106(411 741231 75!241 741231 73123) 691211 
PARTLY 731231 78(261 771251 74(2.31 751241 74123) 731231 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 721221 791261 711221 72122) 721221 731231 731231 
CLOUDY 5Dil0l 601161 461 81 491 91 451 71 421 61 49( 91 
CLEAR 621171 731231 37t 31 36( 2) 33( 1 J 30{ 0) 33{ ll 
CLOUDY 401 41 641181 40! 41 401 41 381 31 361 21 341 l) 
CL'EAR 42,1 6-1 521111 42{ 61 411 51 43( 61 421 61 391 4) 
CLOUDY 1"21221 106141'1 531121 57fl4l 5.61131 531121 471 81 
CLOUDY 6Ul-6J 741231 70(21) 67tl9l 64118} 631171 60(16) 






























SECTIJN NO 10 CLASS I, TYPE g, BITUMINOUS PAVEME~T 
SKID NUMBER AT tm/s l AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
'20MPH 40MPH 6\)MPH SKY 
TEl"'PI:P.ATURE 
AT TI,..,E OF TEST 
AIR PAVEME:>H 
NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 































CLEAR 47( 91 64118) 42( 61 421 6) 43~ 6) 4"1 7) 52111J 





351 21 421 6) 281-11 341 11 301 OJ 30! OJ 281-ll 
63(171 841291 481 9) 421 b) 391 41 371 3) 33( ll 
83(281 1121441 701211 72122) 711.221 721221 69(211 
CLOUDY 551131 5$(141 54112:1 581141 581141 61(161 671191 
PARTLY 49( 91 611191 281-11 301 01 30( 01 331 ll 3tH 3) 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 39( 41 47( 81 281-U 291-11 251-31 271-21 29(-tl 
CLOUDY 






671191 891321 621l71 61(161 57(141 56(131 531121 
80(2:71 l0bl4U 741231 751241 741231 731231 691211 
731231 1a t 261 771251 74(231 751241 74123) 73123) 
72 ( 22) 791261 711221 72122) 721221 73123} 73(23) 
CLOUDY 501101 661191 461 8) 491 91 451 71 421 bl 491 91 
CLEAR 621171 73123) 3-71 3) 361 21 331 1) 301 01 33( lJ 
CLOUDY 401 41 641181 401 4) 401 <tl 381 '31 361 21 341 ll 
CLEAR 45( 71 ~2011 41! 5) 411 51 421 61 421 bl 391 4) 
CLOUDY -61(161 741231 701211 671191 64(181 63(171 60(161 
PARTLY 901321 1001381 761241 7lt221 711221 691211 691211 
CLOUDY 
NOTE: l. DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
z. DEGREES CELSIUS 
. 
. 




























SKID NU~BER AT lm/sl 
20fo',PH 40-1.\PH 60/~PH 
(8.9) {17.9) 126.81 
65 52 41 
43 
52 
63 51 44 
65 51 36 
47 






59 49 43 
60 
79 56 46 
55 
52 
67 48 35 
47 
69 50 41 
47 
72 53 43 
74 49 36 
54 38 32 
NOTE: 1. DEGREES FAHRf,"JHEIT 
2-• DEGREES CELSIUS 
TE!.IPERATURE: AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT Tl~E OF TEST NJ OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TFST 
CO~ER AIR PAVEMENT 1 2 3 4 8 
l 2 
CLEAR 47( i3) 58114) 421 6) 421 61 43( 6) 451 71 521111 
CLOUDY 63(17) 621171 231-41 271-21 221-51 241-31 2Bt-ll 
PARTLY 341 11 471 81 281-ll 34( 1) 301 Cl 301 OJ 281-1) 
CLOUDY 
(LEAR 481 91 59115) 481 9) 421 61 391 41 37( 3) 3JI ll 
CLFAR 791261 92133) 691211 721221 711221 721221 691211 
CLflUDY 78126) 861301 61116) 5911.51641181671191 7Jt2ll 
CLOUDY 40( 41 421 61 401 41 461 til 431 61 Lt-21 bl 471 RJ 
CLEAR 561131 741231 241-31 27(-2) 251-31 271-21 29{-l) 
CLEAR 531121 721221 441 71 441 71 371 31 351 21 321 OJ 
cu=t..R 681201 921331 541121 491 91 471 Rl 441 7) 43( 61 
PARTLY 601161 741231 65(181 61(161 60116) 581141 551131 
CU)UCY 
PARTLY 841291 107142) 721221 71(221 711221 ?31231 731231 
CLOJDY 
CLOUDY 72122) 731231 771251 74123) 7'51241 741231 731231 
CLOUDY 5;)1 l')J 64118) 461 81 49( 91 451 71 421 ol 491 91 
CLEA..R 58(141 601161 371 31 361 21 331 1 I 301 OJ 331 ll 
CL OJDY 701211 341 ll 391 41 381 3) 371 31 331 ll 
CLEAR 471 81 561131 41! 51 411 51 421 61 421 6) 391 41 
PARTLY 651181 1021391 59115) 5Ril41 59(15) 561131 491 91 
CLOUDY 






76(241 731231 721221 721221 721221 
721221 691211 701211 711221 72122) 
CLOUDY 531121 57114) 561!31 57!141 591151 621171 6611.91 
CLOUDY 62(111 681201 451 71 421 61 401 41 4lt 51 461 Bl 
CLOUDY 50110) 371 31 501101 531121 50{101 421 61 
CLE-AR 72(221 811271 751241 74123) 73(231 711221 641181 
31 
SECTIDN NO 12 CLASS It TYPE B, BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT 
DATE OF 
TEST 










. 5/25/7 l 
8/ 9/71 
9/ 7/71 
I . n;zan1 
2/28/72 
3113/72 










SKID NUMBER AT lm/s I 
20MPH 4-0MPH 60MPH 










































NOTE~ 1• OEQREES FAHRENHEIT 
2. DEGREES CELSIUS 
TEMPERATURE 
SKY -AT T !I.1E OF TEST NO OF 
l 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
WEEKS PRECEDING DAY CF TEST 
COVEK A'IR PAVEMENT 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CL-EAR 471 BJ ?BI141 421 6) 421 61 431 61 451 71 52(111 
CLOU8Y 631171 6211?1 231-41 271-21 22(-51 24{-31 281-11 
PAR.TLY 341 ll 47( 81 281-ll 341 1) 301 0) 30( 01 281-1) 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 481 9'1 591151 481 91 421 61 391 41 371 31 331 l) 
{LEAR 791261 9213.31 691211 721221 711221 721221 691211 
CLOUDY 861301 781261 61116) 591151 641181 671191 701211' 
PART~Y 401 41 421 61 401 41 461 81 431 61 421 61 471 Sl 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 68120-1 921331 241-31 271-21 251-31 271-Zl 291-11 
PARTLY 60(161 741231 65(181 611161 601161 58114) 55il3J 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 841291 1D1142-I 721221 711221 711221 731231 73H~3l 
CLOUDY 
(LDUO_Y 721221 73123'1 771251 741231 751241 741231 73.1231 
CLOUDY 501101 641lf;'l) 461 f31 491 91 451 7J 421 61 491 91 
CLEAR 581141 601161 371 3) 361 21 331 11 301 Ol 33t 11 
CLOUDY 7-01211 341 11 39( 41 38( 31 37( 31 331 ll 
CL'EAR 471 81 '561131 4lt 5) 411 51 421 6) 421 61 39( 4) 
PARTLY 65(181 102t39l 591151 58-1141 591151 561131 491 91 
CLDUOY 
CLOUDY 521111 781261 70121J 671191 641181031171 60(161 
PARTLY 821281 1081421 761241 731231 721221 721221 721221 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 741231 831281 721221 691211 701211 71L221 72t221 
CLOUDY 53(121 571141 561131 571141 59(15) 62{171 661191 
CLOUDY 621171 681201 45{ 71 421 61 401 41 4lt 51 461 61 
I=LDUDY 50(10) 371 31,501101 53112J 50110) 421 6) 
CLEAR 72(22) 81127) 751241 741231 731231 711221 64118) 






























SECTION NO 13 PDRT-LA."JD CEMENl CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
SKID NU~Bt:R AT IID/S I TEi"lPERATURE 
AT TP·IE OF TEST 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
20MPH 40MPH 60MPH SKY NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
























35 CLEAR 351 21 351 21 35{ 2) 35( 2) 371 3) 381 31 441 71 
CLOUDY 591151 58(1·4) .23-1-41 271-21 221-51 241-31 281-11 
PARTLY 341 11 371 31 291-ll 301 01 32( OJ 3U 01 281-11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 60(16) 60~161 481 91 421 61 391 41 311 3! 331 11 
PARTLY 781261 981371 72l22l 73(231 721221 7lt22l 6912ll 
CLOUDY 
27 CLEAR 881311 981371 70l211 721-221 7lt221 721221 69(21) 
22 CLOUDY !l51291 761241 611161 59tl51 641181 671191 70~211 
CLEAR 49~ 91 561131 401 41 461 81 431 6) 421 61 471 81 
CLOUDY 401 41 381 31 311 01 291-ll 301 0) 301 01 371 31 
-2-9 PARTLY 491 9i 561131 281-11 291-ll 25(-31 271-21 291-11 
CLOUOY 
CLEAR 59115) 761:241 541121 49{ 91 47( 8) 441 71 431 61 




PARTLY 841291 '961361 72{221 711221 7U22l 731231 ?3123) 
CLOUCY 






471 8-1 601161 51(111 461 81 431 61 441 71 50(101 
411 81 581141 371 31 361 21 331 1) 301 Ol 331 11 
441 7) 5UlU 451 71 431 6} 43( 6) 421 6) 35( 21 
62 t 111 80 ( 211 62tl71 541121 50(10) 471 81 451 7) 
PARTL'Y 67(l9) 96(361 59(151 581141 59-1151 561131 49f 91 
t:LCJUOY 
30 CLEAR 19IZ61 1061411 64!181 67!191 651181 641181 60061 
28 CLOUDY 84!291 921331 711221 691211 101211 711221 12!221 
29 PARTLY 56(131 46'1 Bl 4H 8) 52011 521lL) 43t 6) 
CLOUDY 
28 CLfAR 18!261 941341 14!231 741231 121221 70!211 64(181 
NOtE: 1. DE'GREES FAHRENHEIT 
z·. DEGREES. CELSIUS 
·~----------------------------------------------------~ 












SKID NUMBER AT (m/S J 
20~PH 4DMPH 60~PH 
(8 .. 91 117 .. 91 {26 .. 8) 










































NOTE: l• DEGREE'S FAH_Kf.NHEIT 
2. DEGREES CELSI~S 
34 
TEMPE;<> ATURE 
SKY AT TIME OF TEST 
COVER AIR PAVEMENT 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
NO DF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
l 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CLEAR 351 21 35( 21 351 21 351 21 371 3) 381 3) 441 71 
CLOUDY 591151 581141 231-41 271-21 221-51 241-31 281-ll 
PARTLY 341 ll 371 31 29(-ll 301 O) 321 01 311 OJ 281-ll 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 60(161 6Gil6l 481 91 421 61 391 41 37( 31 331 ll 
CLEAR 7812:6) 98(37). 121221 731231 721221 711221 6912ll 
PARTLY 8813l) 981371 701211 721221 7U221 721221 69121J 
CLOUDY 
CLOt}DY B512ql 761241 61116) 591151 641181 671191 7012ll 
CLEAR 491 91 561131 40( 41 461 81 431 6) 421 61 471 81 
CLOUDY 401 4) 361 31 31( OJ 291-11 301 OJ 301 OJ 371 31 
PARTLY 491 91 56( 131 281-ll 291-1) 251-31 271-~l 291-11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 59-1151 ·76-1241 541121 491 91 471 81 441 71 431 61 
PARTLY 88131J llJI43l 74!231 7512'1-l 741231 73123) 691211 
CLDUPY 
PARTLY 841291 961361 72(221 71{221 71(221 73(231 731231 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 681201 62(171 621171 601161 651181 651181 691211 
CLEAR 471 a1 601161 suuJ 46t a1 431 61 44t 11 5DI10J 
CLFAR 471 81 58114) 371 3) 361 21 33C 11 301 OJ 331 ll 
PARTLY 44f 7J 51t1ll 451 71 431 61 431 61 421 61 351 21 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 621171 801271 621171 541121 501101 471 81 451 71 
PARTLY 67119) 961361 591151 581141 591151 561131 49( 91 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 791261 10td4ll 641181 671191 651181 641181 601161 
CLOUDY 841291 9Zf331 711221 691211 701211 711221 72{221 
PARTLY 56(111 46( Bl 47( 81 52{11) 521111 43( 6) 
CLOUDY 



















7 I 9/71 
8/12/11 
' l .10/ l/71 
I 












SECTION NO 15 PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
SKID NUMEER AT (ffi/S l AVERAGE TEMP~RATURE 
2-0MPH 40MPH 60MPH SKY 
TEMPEKATURE 
AT TI"'E OF TEST NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 














































CLEAR 46( 81 501101 33( 1) 37{ 31 :391 41 39( 41 451 71 
CL'DUDY 501101 521111 231-41 271-21 221-51 241-31 281-11 
CLEAR 291-11 4f;d Bl 3ll OJ 321 OJ 321 OJ 321 Ol 281-11 
CLFAR 511111 611161 451 71 401 41 371 31 361 21 31( 01 
CLEAR 821281 921331 711221 721221 711221 711221 691211 
CLOUDY 761241 721221 601161 591151641181671191 701211 
CLEAR 471 81 541121 401 41 461 81 431 61 421 61 471 8J 
PARTLY 67119) 761241 281-11 291-ll 251-31 271-21 291-11 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 771251 951351 571141 521111 501101 471 81 441 71 
CLOUDY 
PMULY 781261 l001381 591151 59t1Sl 561131 561131 '52(111 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 90(321 118(481 74123) 751241 741231 73(231 69(211 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 721221 iOOI381 741231 .721221 721221 731231 731231 
PARTLY 701211 7.31231 701211 68(201 6912tl 7lt221 721221 
CL-OUDY 
PARTLY 531121 681201 5lllll 461 81 431 61 441 71 501101 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 34( 11 441 71 331 11 301 01 281-11 291-11 34( ll 
CLOUOY 
CLOUDY 55(131 '56(131 431 61 401 41 381 31 351 21 341 11 





52 I lll 
521 111 
80121 I 
60 I 161 591151 58{141 591151 561131 491 91 
78(261 701211 671191 6411SI 631171 601161 
751241 761241 731231 72122! 721221 72122) 
CLOUDY 841291 921331 7!1221 691211 701211 711221 721221 
CLEAR 65(181 701211 58(141 54(121 52(111 53H21 601161 
CLOUDY 31t 3) 38( 31 42( 6! 421 61 401 41 4U 51 46( 81 
CLEAR 62(171 401 4! 491 91 531121 Sl(lll 421 61 
NOTE: [, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 































SKID NUMBER AT 1m;s J 
Zb-MPH 40MPH 6QMPH 














































NOTE; 1. DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
2· DEGREES CELSIUS 
TEMPE!~ ATUR-E 
SKY AT TIME DF TEST 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
COVER AIR PAVEMENT 1 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CLEAR 461 8-) 50-1101 331 11 371 3) 39( 41 391 41 45( 71 
CLDUOY 50110) 521111 23f-4J 271-2) 221-5-) 241-31 281-11 
CLEAR 291-1) 46( 8'1 311 OJ 321 01 321 01 321 Dl 281-ll 
CLEAR 5Hlll 61116-J 451 7l 401 41 371 31 361 21 311 01 
CLEA_R '821281 921331 711221 7212'21 711221 7lt2,21 69i2U 
CLOUDY 16-124) 72(:221 60116) 591151 6'41181 671191 7012ll 
CLEAR 47( '13) 5<tli2) 401 41 461 dl 431 6) 42-1 b) 471 81 
PARTLY 67H9) _761.241 2$1--ll 291-l.J 251-3) 271-21 291-11 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 77(251 95135-l 571141 52111} 501101 471 81 441 7l 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 781261 100138) 59{151 59!151 56113) 561131 521111 
CLOl,lDY 
PARtLY 901321 f!8148-) 741231 751241 741231 731231 691211 
-CLOUDY 
CL!:;AR 72j22'J 1001381 741231 721221 721221 731231 731231 
?ARTLY 70!211 731231 7012:11 681201 69(21 1 71{221 721221 
CLDUOY 
PARTLY 5311'21 68(2CI Slllll 461 81 431 61 441 71 50110) 
CLOUDY 
PARTLY 341 ll 441 71 331 11 301 OJ 28!-ll 291-U 34( ll 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 55!131 56113) 431 61 401 41 381 31 351 21 341 ll 
CLEAR 65(181 851291 41( 51 41( 5) 421 61 421 61 391 41 
PARTLY 521lll 60-116) 59,(15) 581141 59(151 56(131 491 9) 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 521Ul 781261 701211 67(L91 641181 631171 601161 
CLEAH 751241 761'241 73123) 72122-1 72(221 721221 
CLOUDY 84_129') 921331 711221 691211 701211 7-1122) 721221 
CLEAR 65(113) 70L2ll 581141 541121 52{11) 531121 601161 
CLOUDY 371 31 381 31 -421 61 421 61 401 41 411 51 461 BJ 
CLEAR 621171 401 41 491 9J 531121 511111 421 6) 
.· 






























SKID NUMBER AT tm;s J 
20MPH 40~PH 60MPH 















































NOTE; 1. DEGREES FAHRENHE!T 
2• DEGREES CELSIUS 
TJ;."iPE,R A lURE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
S.KY AT TIME OF TEST NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
COVER AIR. PAVEMENT 1 2 3 4 8 
1 2 
CLFAR 50tl0) 57114) 331 11 371 3) 391 41 39( 4) 451 71 
CLOUDY 53tl2l 541121 23!-4) 271-2} 22(-5·1 241-31 28t-l) 
CLEAR 311 OJ 50{101 311 01 321 01 32( Ol. 32L 01 28t-ll 
CLEAR 441 71 631t?l 451 71 401 4) 371 31 361 2) 31( 01 
CLEAR $21281 921331 71(221 72122'1 71122) 7U22l 691211 
CLOUDY 801271 76(2,41 601161 59t151 64118) 67(191 701211 
471 81 561131 401 4J 4J>t 81 '431 61 421 61 471 at 
PART'l:.Y 68120·) 841291 28{-ll 291-ll 251-31 27(-21 291-U 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 77125·1 102t391 57114) 5211ll 501101 471 81 441 71 
PARTLY 781261 100(381 591151 59(151 56(131 56(131 52(111 
CLOUDY 









741231 99137.) 741231 721221 721221 73(231 731231 
701211 







701211 b81201 691211 711221 72122·1 
511111 461 81 431 6) 44i 71 50(101 
33! 11 301 OJ 281-1) 29 I-ll .341 11 
431 6) 401 41 381 31 351 21 341 11 
65tl8J 90'(321 411 51 411 51 421 61 42( 61 391 41 
PARTLY 541121 681201 59(151 581141 591151 56(131 491 91 
C.LOUOY 
CLOUDY 52-tlll 731231 70t2ll 671191 64(181 631171 601161 
CLEAR 89132.) 112144) 771251 75124) 731231 711221 69121) 
CLEAR 88.1311 75(24) 761241 73(231 721221 721221 721221 





6Stl8l 70(211 58U4l 54ll2l 521111 53(121 60061 
45( ,71 32( 0} 35( 21 381 3) 36( 31 43( 61 
57{141 40{ 41 49( 91 531121 511111 42( 61 


























2/2 2/( 2 












SECTION NO 18 SA~D-ASPHALT PAVEMENT 
SKID NUMP.ER AT tmjs I 
ZOMPH 40MPH 60t~PH 
18 .. 9) 117.91 126.81 
TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT Tl~E OF TEST 
COVER AIR P4VEMENT 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
NO DF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 

















































ClEAR 50{ 101 571141 331 ll 371 31 39( 41 391 4) 451 7) 
CLOUDY 531121 541121 231-41 271-21 221-51 241-31 281-ll 
CLEAR 311 QJ 50fl01 311 OJ 321 OJ 32( 0) 321 OJ 281-11 
CLEAR 441 7) 631171 451 71 401 41 371 3} 361 21 311 01 
CLEAR 821281 921331 71(221 721221 7U221 711221 691211 
CLOUDY 801271 761241 60(161 591151641181 67119) 701211 
CLEAR 471 8) 561l31 401 41 461 81 43{ 61,421 6) 471 81 
PARTLY 68t20l 841291 281-ll 291-11 251-31 271-21 291-11 
CLOUDY 
CLDUDY 771271 1021391 571141 521111 501101 471 81 441 71 
PARTLY 781261 10Jf381 591151 591151 561131 561131 52011 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 771251 B713ll 741231 741231 731231 731231 681201 
CLEAR 741231 991371 741231 721221 721221 731231 73123-1 












531121 76 ~ 24 I 511111 461 81 431 61 441 71 501101 
341 1) 44( 71 331 1) 301 01 281~11 291-11 341 1) 
55 ( 13) 56 I 131 431 61 401 41 38( 31 35{ 21 341 ll 
65(18) 90(321 411 51 411 51 42( 61 421 61 391 4) 
54 t 12 I 681201 59(151 58(141 591151561131491 9) 
52 I lll 7 3 ( 231 701211 67(191 64(181 631171 6JI16J 
891321 ll21441 771251 751241 731231 71(221 69(211 
881311 751241 761241 73!231 721221 721221 721221 
CLOUDY 84(291 961361 711221 691211 701211 711221 721221 
'CLE'AR 6511531 7Uf2ll 581141 541121 521111 53{12) 601161 
CLOUDY 45( 71 32( 01 351 21 381 31 381 31 431 61 
CLriUDY 571141 401 41 491 91 531121 Sltlll 421 61 
CLFAR 88131) 108142) 751241 74(231 711221 701211 631171 
'<-JT~: 1. DEGKft:S FAHRf,-mEIT 













.•. 1/ 7171 
·.· . 
8/12/71 
. 10/ 1/71 
12/16/71 
2/22/72 
• "<! 5/72 
.. 5( 5/72 






SECTION NO 19 SAr..JO-ASPHALT PAVEMENT 
SKID NUMBER AT lm/s I TEMP-ERATURE 
AT TI~E OF TEST 
AIR PAVEMEi'H 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
2(LMPH 40MPH 60MPH SKY NO Of WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 



































CLEAR 431 61 55113) 33( ll 371 3) 391 41 391 41 45( 71 
CLOUDY 591151 541121 231-41 271-21 221-51 241-31 281-11 







471 8) 43( 61, 391 41 371 31 341 u 
711221 72(221 71(221 71(221 69(211 
CLOUDY 5711"41 621171 751241 751241 741231 741231 741231 
33 ,PARTLY 741231 851291 65(181 6U161 591151 571141 541121 
CLOUDY 








CL.EAR 771251 108(421 74123) 721221 721221 731231 731231 
CLEAR 84129} 1101431 701211 681201 691211 7LI22) 721221 
CLOUDY 55(131 721221 511111 461 81 43( 61 44( 7) 50001 
PARTLY 371 31 58(141 331 11 30( 01 281-11 29(-ll 34( 11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 621171 981371 41( 51 4lt 51 421 61 421 61 39{ 41 
PARTLY 54{121 781261 59(151 581141 591151 56(l31 49( 91 
CLOUDY 
CLOUDY 56(131 7412?1 701211 67tl91 64118) 63{171 601161 
CLEAR 751241 98(-,3N 761241 731231 721221 721221 72(221 
CLE~R 731231 92~3~1 72122) 741231 73(23) 7Zt22l 73123) 
CLOUDY 37.( 31 381 31 42( 61 421 61 401 41 411 51 461 81 
CLOUDY 57(141 401 41 491 91 531121 51(111 42( 61 
CLEAR 761241 106.1411 75(241 741231 7H221 701211 63(171 
NOT-E; 1 .. O!::GREES FAHRENHEIT 
























SECTION NO 20 SAND-A:SPHAL T PAVEMENT 
SKID, Nl)MBER AT (mjs l 
ZOMPH 40MPH 60MPH 
(-8.91 117.9) t2b .. 81 
74 50 39 
47 
49 
TE-MPERATURE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
SKY AT TIME OF TEST NO OF WEEKS PRECEDING DAY OF TEST 
COVER AIR. PA'VEMENT l 2 3 4 8 
l 2 
43-{ 61 55113) 33( ll 371 31 391 4) 39t 4) 451 71 
CLOUDY 591151 '54{121 231-41 2'71-21 221-51 24(-31 281-ll 
CLEAR :52-111) 66119'1 311 OJ 32i 01 30( OJ 331 ll 281-ll 

























30 CLFAR '90(32-l ll8148J 71(221 721221 711221 711221 69{21) 
31 CCOUDY 571141 62.1171 ?5tZ41 751241 741231 741231 741231 
31 PARTLY 74(231 85(291 651181 61116159115157114154021 
CLOi.JJ)y 
29 PARTLY SOIZ7l 96136-1 741231 741231 7~1231 73123l 681201 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR 771251 108(42) 74-1231 721221 721221 73!231 731231 
CLfAR 84129) 1101431 701211 68120) 691211 711221 721221 
38 CLOUDY 55113} '721221 511111 461 81 431 61 44( 71 501)01 
PARTLY 371 31 581l41 331 H 301 OJ 281-11 291-11 341 11 
CLOUDY 
CLEAR f.>2117l 9813?1 4Lt 51 4lt 51 421 61 421 61 391 41 
PARTLY 54-1121 78L261 591151 58(141 591lSJ 561131 49( 91 
CLOUDY 
28 CLOUDY 561131 741231 70t2ll 671191 641181 63{171 60(161. 
29 CL'EAR HH261 92133-J 7212.21 741231 731231 721221 '1-3--1231 
CLEAR 88(311 75124-1 76124J ?31231 721221 721221 721221 
33 CLOUDY 371 31 381 31 421 6) 421 61 401 4-l 411 51 461 81 
28 CLOUDY 57!141 401 41 491 91 53112J 51(111 42( 61 
28 CLEAR 7bl241 1061-411 75(241 741l31 711221 701211 63{171 
NOT-E: 1 .. DEGREES FAHRENHElT 
z., DEGRE-E'S CELSI-US 
40 
APPENDIX B 
Plots of Skid Nwnbers versus Date of Test (365-Day 
Annual Cycle) for Each of 20 Pavement Sections 
41 

YEAR• ... - 1969, • -1970, • - 1971, Ill -1972, 'II' -1973 
60 
II SECTION NO. I 




• • 30 
70 
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200 30 60 90 120 150 ISO 210 240 270 300 330 360 
DAY OF YEAR 
JAN I FEB I MAR I APR I MAY I JUN I JUL I AUG 5EP I OCT I NOV I OEC I 
MONTH OF YEAR 
43 
YEAR• A~ l969 1 8-1970, • - 1971, II - 1972, V -1973 
70 
. SECTION NO . 5 
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60 
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< . SECTION NO. 7 
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SECTION NO. B 
60 Ill 
• Ill 







400 ' ' 30 60 90 120 150 ISO 210 240 270 300 330 360 
. 
DAY OF YEAR 
• I JAN I FEB I MAR I APR I MAY I JUN I JUL I AUG I SEP I OCT I NOV I OEC I 
. . MONTH OF YEAR 
44 
45 
YEAR~ • - 1969, • - 1970, • - 1971, Ill- 1972, ., -197~ 
50 
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----., • 30 • • Ill 
20 
60 
~ SECTION NO. 14 
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SECTION NO. 16 
f/1 ... 
A • . 50 • ... 
-
II 




40 , II 
• 
300 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 30 60 90 120 150 lBO 210 240 270 300 330 360 
DAY OF YEAR 
J JAN I FEB I MAR I APR I MAY I JUN I JUL I AUG I SEP I OCT I NOV I DEC I 
MONTH OF YEAR 
46 
YEAR• A ·1969, •• 1970, •• 1971, Ill • 1972, " ·1973 
60 










SECTION NO . 18 










0: Ill SECTION NO. 19 
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300 30 60 90 120 150 lBO 210 240 270 300 330 360 
DAY OF YEAR 
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RegreBSion Analyses: Skid Number 
versus Temperature; Esch Pavement Section 
49 

TABLE C-1. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; SKID NUMBER VERSUS 






















































































































































TABLE c-2. RESULTS OF REGRESSIJN AN,~LYSI S; SKID NUMBER VERSUS 
PAVEMENT SURFACE TEMPEPATURE AT TIME OF TEST; 
EACH PAVEMENT SECTIJN 
SN.; AT ~sN PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 c 1 F l c R2 E$ 
1 61.0 54.3 -0.21 -0.38 0.444 5.2 
2 64o2 60.0 -0.13 -0.23 0.2 34 1t. 9 
3 47.7 43.5 -0.13 -0.23 0.128 s.o 
4 46.7 42.9 -0.12 -0 ·22 0.147 6.6 
5 55.5 54.9 -o.oz -0.04 0.014 4o0 
6 66.9 66.3 -0.02 -O.O't 0.026 3. 1 
7 52.8 48.6 -0.1.3 -0.23 Oo417 3.5 
8 58.8 56.2 -0.08 -o o14 0,269 3.1 
9 57.9 55.0 -0.09 -O.lo 0.070 7.0 
10 63.8 62.5 -0.04 -0 o07 0.021 4o9 
11 52.9 51.6 -0.04 -o •. o1 0.023 4.6 
12 50o4 49o8 -0.02 -0.04 0.004 5.5 
13 44.3 4lol -0.10 -0.18 0.183 4.8 
14 54o4 49.9 -0.14 -0.25 0.311 Sol 
15 38.7 40.3 +0.05 +0.09 0.088 3o3 
16 51.8 49.6 -0.07 -0 ·13 Ool64 3.5 
17 49.0 44.5 -0.14 -0.25 0.191 5.7 
18 54.7 48.9 -0.18 -0.32 0.365 4o9 
19 53.3 50.1 -0.10 -0.18 0.286 3.9 
20 52.7 48.9 -0.12 -0.22 0.343 3.7 
52 
TABLE C-3. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; SKID \IUMFlER VERSUS 
AMBIENT AIR THlPERATURE AVERAGEO FOR CNE WEEK 
PRIOR TO 0AY OF TEST; EACH PA VEMJO:NT SECTION 
SN; AT ASN PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 c 1 F ,( 1 c R2 E$ 
1 61 .• 7 51.5 -0.32 -0.57 0.562 4.6 
2 65.2 58.z· -0,22 -0.40 0.406 'to3 
3 5Q.9 42.9 -0.25 -0.45 Oo243 1· 5 
4 49.5 'tZol -o .• 23 -0.41 0.289 6.1 
5 60o4 56o6 -0.12 -o.zz 0.272 3.5 
6 69ol 66.9 -0.07 -0 ol3 0.150 2.9 
7 53&4 't7o0 -0.20 -0.3o 0.431 3.5 
8 59.2 55.0 -0.13 -0.23 0.290 3• l 
9 63'.6 55.6 -o.2s -0.45 0. 39.2 5.7 
10 66.0 62,8 -0.10 -0.18 0.137 4o6 
11 54.7 51 .• 8 -0.09 -0.16 0.112 4·~ 
12 53.1 50.5 -0.08 -o ol4 0.063 5.3 
13 44.7 40 .z -0.14 -0.25 0.203 4·7 
14 55.6 48.6 -0.22 -0.40 o. 372 4· 9' 
15 40.6 39.6 +0.03 -0.05 0.024 3.4 
16 5.0. 5 47.9 -o.o-a -(1. 14 O.ll2 3.6 
l7 52.7 44 .• 4 -0.26 -0.47 Oo547 4o3 
18 54·o3 46.3 -0.25 _,) o45 0.527 4.3 
1.9 54.2 49ol -0.16 -0.29 0.448 3o4 
20 54.5 48.4 -0.19 -0.34 0.634 2oB 
53 
TABLE C-4• RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; SKID NUMBERS VERSUS 
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE AVERAGED FOR TWO WEEKS 
PRIOR TQ DAY OF TEST; EACH PAVE ME NT SECTION 
SN; AT 4SN PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 c 1 F 1 c R2 e. 
1 60.3 50.7 -0.30 -0.54 0.517 4.8 
2 64 •. 2 57.8 -0.20 -0.36 Oo367 4o4 
3 50o4 42.4 -0.25 -0.45 0.227 /.6 
4 49.3 41.9 -0.23 -0.41 0.284 6.1 
5 61.4 56.9 -0.14 -0.25 0.327 3.3 
6 69.9 67.0 -0.09 -0.16 0.202 2.a 
7 53o3 46.6 -o. 21 -0.38 0.449 3.4 
8 58.9 54.7 -o.u -0.23 o.2ao 3.1 
9 65.2 56.2 -0.213 -0.50 0.428 5.5 
10 67.0 63.2 -0.12 -0.22 0.173 4.5 
11 56.7 52.5 -0.13 -0.23 0.174 4.2 
12 5.5.1 51.6 -0.11 -0.20 0.108 5.2 
13 45.9 40.5 -0.17 -0.31 0.267 4o5 
14 55.2 48.2 -0.22 -0.40 0.339 5.0 
15 42.0 42.0 o.oo 0 .oo o.ooo 3. 4 
16 51.6 4Se4 -0.10 -0.18 0.164 3o5 
17 54.1 44.8 -0.29 -0.52 o. 578 4·1 
18 55.6 46.6 -o.za -0.50 0.557 4.1 
19 55.4 49.3 -0.19 -0.34 Oo517 3 •. 2 
20 55.8 48.8 -0.22 -0.40 0.725 2·4 
54 
TABLE C-5. RESULn OF REGRESS ION ANALYSIS; SKID NUM8ER VERSUS 
AMEjlENT AIR TEMPERATURE AVERAGED FOR THREE WEEKS 
PRIOR Tu OAY OF n: ST; EACH PAVEMENT SECTION 
SN1 AT t> s~J PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 c l F l c R2 Es 
l 60o3 50.7 -0.30 -0.54 Oe550 4.7 
2 64.3 57.6 -o. 2l -0.38 0.395 4o3 
3 ,50. 8. 43.1 -0.25 -0.45 0.235 7.5 
4 49.5 42.1 -0.23 -0.41 0.295 6.0 
5 60.9 '56. 7 -0.13 -0.23 0.329 3.3 
6 69.7 66.8 -0.09 -0.16 0.208 2.8 
7 53.1 46.7 -0.20 -0.36 0.503 3. 2. 
8 59.2 54e7 -0.14 -o.2s Oe364 2.9 
9 63.9 55.6 -0.26 -0.47 0.421 s.s 
10 66.3 62.8 -o. 11 -0 .zo Oo158 4.5 
11 55.5 52.0 -0.11 -o .zo 0.143 4e3 
12 54.5 51.3 -0.10 -0.18 Oe1 03 5.2 
13 45.4 40.3 -0.16 -0.29 0.266 4e5 
14 54.0 45.0 -0.28 -0 .so Oe306 5.1 
15 42 ~5 4Z.o2 -0.01 -0.02 o.oo1 3.4 
16 5lo2 48.3 -0.09 -0.16 Oo16l 3.5 
17 54.2 44.6 -0.30 -0.54 0.635 3.8 
1& 55.1 46.5 -0.27 -0.49 0.567 4ol 
19 54.8. 49e0 -0.18 -0.32 0.503 3o2 
20 55.3 48.3 -0.22 -0.40 c. 7 27 2.4 
55 
TABLE C-6. RESULTS OF REGRESSIJ~ ANII.LYSI S; SKID NUMBER VERSUS 
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE ~VERAGEO FOR 't WEEKS 
PRIOR TJ DAY Q.F TEST; EACH PAVEt-1E NT SECTION 
SN1 AT ASN PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 c l F 1 c R2 Es 
1 60.4 50.5 -0.31 -0.56 o.s 84 4o5 
2 64o5 57.8 -0.21 -0.38 Oo440 4.2 
3 51.3 43.0 -0.26 -0.47 o. 262 7.4 
4 49.9 42.2 -0.24 -0.43 o. 321 5.9 
5 60.5 56.7 -0.12 -o. 22 0.307 3.4 
6 69.o4 66.8 -o. 08 -o .14 0.191 2.9 
1 53o1 46o4 -0.21 -0.38 0.542 3.1 
8 59.3 54.8 -0.14 -0.25 0.413 2.a 
9 64.9 55.9 -0.28 -o.5o Oo48l 5.2 
10 . 66.8 6.3.0 -0.12 -0 .zz 0.187 4·4 
11 55.6 52 .l -0.11 -0.20 0.159 4.3 
12 55.0 51.5 -0.11 -0.20 0.124 5.1 
13 45.5 40.4 -o. 16 -0.29 o. 275 4o5 
14 53.7 47o6 -0.19 -0.34 0.289 s.z 
15 42.7 42.4 -0.01 -o .oz o.oCJ2 3. 4 
16 51.1 48.2 -0.09 -0 o1b 0.156 3.5 
11 54o6 44o7 -0.31 -0.56 0.667 3.7 
18 55.1 46.5 -0.27 -0.49 0.564 4o1 
19 ss.o 49.0 -0.18 -0.32 0.501 3.2 
2Q 55.7 48o7 -0.22 -0.40 0.739 2.3 
56 
TABLE C-7. RESULTS OF REGRESSIDN ANALYSIS; SKID i\IUMBER VERSUS 
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE AVERAGED FOR 8 WEEKS 
PRIOR TQ DAY OF TEST; EACH PAVEMENT SECTION 
SN; AT c. SN PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 c 1 F l c ·R2 Ea 
1 62.2 51.3 -0.34 -0.61 Oo666 4o0 
2 65.7 58.0 '-0.24 -0.43 0.498 4.0. 
3 53.2 43o6 -0.30 -0.54 Oo3l9 7el 
4 51 •. 8 42o8 -o .• 2a -0.50 0.397 5.6 
5 60.0 56.2 -0.12 -0.22 0.263 3. 5 
6 69.6 66.7 -0.09 -0.16 0.207 2.8 
7 52.9 50.0 -0.20 -0.36 0.495 3o3 
B. 59.4 54o9 -0.14 -o. 25 0.403 2o8 
9 67.0 56.4 -0.33 -0.59 0.574 4·8 
10 68.2 63o7 -0.14 -0.25 0.257 4·2 
11 55.6 . 52ol -o. 11 -0.20 0.152 4.3 
12 55.3 51.5 -0.12 -0.22 Ool32 5.1 
13 45.8 40o4 -0.17 -0.31 o.no 4o5 
14 5.3. 8 47.7 -0.19 -0.34 0.267 5.2 
15 43.4 42o8 -o.o2 -0.04 Oo012 3.4 
16 50.4 4 7 .s -o.oa -0 ol4 Ool08 3e6 
t7 55.5 44o9 -0.33 -0.59 0.689 3o6 
18 54.9 46.3 -0.27 -0.49 0.505 4o3 
19 54ol 48o7 -0.17 -0.31 0.382 3o6 




Regression Analyses: Skid Number 
versus Temperature and Percent Deviations 
from Yearly Average Daily Traffic; 
Each Pavement Section 
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TABLE 0-1-. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS;.SKID NUMBER VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIATHJNS FROM YEARLY AVERAGE, DAILY TRAFFIC AND AMBIENT 
AIR TE~PERATUil.E AT T I.~E OF TEST; EACH PAVEMENT SECTION 
SN; AT i~EAN 
AADT ANO AT "SN, PER " SNa PER 
SECTION 0 F 0 .c 1 F 1 c 1% ADT R2 Es 
1 64.5 54.9 -0.30 -0.54 o.oo 0,476 5.2 
2 C\ZoB 58.3 -0.14 -0.25 -0.07 0,252 s.o 
3 44o4 40.9 -o.u -0.20 -0.18 0.170 8.3 
4 46 o1 41.9 -0.13 -0.23 -0.12 o.zoa 6,8 
5 47.7 44o5 +DolO +0 .18 -0.21 0.214 3.6 
0 61 •. 9 60.3 +0.05 +0.09 -0.13 0.126 3.1 
7 48.0 45.1 -0.09 -0.16 -0.21 0.488 3o4 
8 61.4 61.2 -0.14 -o.z5 +0 .• 05 0.378 3.0 
9 60.4 60.2 -0.16 -0.29 -0.15 0.389 5,9 
10 69ol 64o9 -0.13 -0.23 +0,01 0.159 4.6 
11 Sl.2 50,5 -0.02 -0.04 -0.10 0.086 4.6 
12 48·3 48 ,o +0. 01 +() .oz -0.11 0.039 5.7 
u 44oZ 40.7 -0.11 -0.20 -0.07 0.292 4.7 
14 52.4 47.9 -0.14 -o.2s -0.09 0.324 5.3 
15 42··1 41,8 +0.01 +0.02 •0.05 0.026 3.5 
l6 46.7 46.3 -0.01 -o.o2 -Dol$ 0.211 3.4 
1'7 4lo5 40.2 -O.C4 -0.01 -0.43 0.502 4.8 
18 47.4 44.2 -0.10 -0.18 -0.34 0.545 4.5 
)9 54•1 49.6 -0.14 -0.25 -0.11 0.510 3,3 
20 47o0 45.7 -0.04 -0.07 -0.29 0.721 2.5 
61 
TABLE D-z, RESULTS OF REGR~SSIJN ANALYSIS; SKID NUM8ER VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIATIONS FRO~\ YEARLY AVERAGE, DAILY TRAFFIC AND PAVEMENT 























SN1 AT MEAN 





















































































































































TA!}LE 0~3, R€SULTS OF REGRESSIDN ANALYSIS; SKID NUMBER VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIATIONS FROM YEARLY AVERAGE, DAILY TRAFFIC AND AMBIENT 
AIR TE~PERATURE AVERAGED FOR 1 •EEK PRIOR TO DAY OF TEST; 






















SN.1 AT ,~EAN 
AADT AND AT 
o F 
85.7 

















































































































































TABLE D-4. RESULTS OF REGRESSllJN ANALYSIS; SKID NUMBER VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIAT!JNS FROM YEARLY AVERAGE, DAILY TRAFFIC AND AMBIENT 























TEST; EACrl PAVEMENT SECTION 
SN1 AT i~EAN 









































































































































































D•5, RESULTS OF REGRESSI~N ANALYSIS; SKID ~UMBER VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIATIJ~S FROM YEARLY AVERAGE, DAILY TRAFFIC AND AMBIENT 
AIR TEMPERATURE AVERAGED FOR 3 ~EEKS PRIOR TO DAY OF 
TEST; EACH PAVEMENT SECTIUN 
SNi AT >1EAN 
































































































































TABLE D-6. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; ~KID ~UMBER VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIATIONS FRO~I YEARLY AVEPAGE. DAILY TRAFFIC AND AMBIENT 























TEST; EACH PAVEME~T SECTION 
SN; AT MEM' 



























































































































0. 7 13 
Oe565 
0.504 





















TABLE D-7. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS; SKID ~UMB~R VERSUS PERCENT 
DEVIATIONS FROM YEARLY AVERAGE, DAILY TRAFFIC AND AMBIENT 






















TEST; EACH PAVEMENT SECTION 
SN; AT MEAN 































































































+0 .1 'J 
o.oo 
•0.10 
-o. o u 
-0.14 
+0.32 
















































Skid Numbers from Repeat Measurements 
on Three Reference Sections 
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REFERENCE SECTION: CLASS l • TYPE A ( MODIFIEOJ, bl TUMDIOUS 
PAVEMENT, 2-LANE; RED t·nu: RO~D; FAYETTE co.; 
CONSTRUCTED: 1973; AAPT PER LANE: 4,350 
196'1 TESTER 1971> TESTER 
TEST DAY OF SK lD TEST DAY OF SKI 0 
DATE YfAR rJUMBER DATE YEAR NUM~ER 
6/01/76 158 36.0 6/l0/76 16 1 32.2 
'6/l6/76 167 39,5 6/12/76 112 32.6 
o/21/7 6 172 . 36.1 7/I2/7o 193 3Z.o 
7/12/76 193 28.4 7/14/76 195 28.4 
7/l4/7o 195 3 5. 0 7/19/76 200 3 1. 1 
7/20/76 201 31.8 7/26/76 ~07 28.9 
8/0.2/76 214 3t.z 8/10/7(> 222 32.3 
8/04/76 216 30.6 8/16/76 228 29.3 
f!,/09/76 221 33,2 8/23/76 235 30.3 
B/10/76 222 30.~ 8/30/76 242 32.4 
9/07/76 250 33.2 9/08/76 251 '32.7 
10/28/76 301 32.4 9/29/76 212 34.2 
11/01/76 305 33.0 10/04/76 277 32.3 
11/08/76 312 31.7 10/11/76 284 3(),0 
11/12/76 .316 32.4 10/18/76 291 30,3 
11/15/76 319 .3 1 • t\ 10/25/76 29J 41. 7 
ll/16/76 320 32;4 10/29/76 302 33.1 
12/:)8/7.6 342 <38. 8 ll/03/76 J07 3;.). 7 
3/28/77 87 .. 43.0 11/10/76 314 32.8 
3/2907 88 39 •. 6 11/19/76 323 28.5 
4/01/77 97 37.6 12/08/76 342 .~ 9. 7 
5/04/77 124 35.0 2/22/77 53 38.9 
5/l$/71 126 2.5.7 3/07/77 66 19.6 
5/22/77 138 30.0 3/10/77 6} 40.5 
d/15/17 227 31,8 4/29/77 119 2 a. 1 
8/30/77 2't2 34.6 5/06/77 126 2 9. 7 
9/06/77 249 32.6 'i/25/77 145 '30.5 
10/21/77 2:'94 . 31.2 6/02/77 153 30.4 
10/25/77 298" 36.1 6/03/77 154 29.2 
1V07/77 311 35,5 7/14/77 195 29.5 
1l/29/77 333 .;.3 .-5 8/0l/77 2!3 31.2 
9/19/77 262 34.6 
~/26/77 269 34.6 
9/Zd/77 <71 33.9 
10/03/77 276 31.6 
10/10177 283 32.1 
10/17/77 290 3lo 6 
10/24/77 297 29.3 
10/31/77 30't 28.9 
ll /14/77 318 27.5 
ll/28/77 332 43.9 
12/13/77 347 36.5 
12/16/77 350 32.3 
12/29/77 363 34.5 
1/06/78 6 34.3 
71 
I'.EFERENCE SECTION: CLASS r. TYPE A IMODIFIEDJ, !3ITUMINOUS 
PAVEMENT• 4-LANE; KY 4; FAYETTE co.; CONSTRUCTED: 197 3; 
AADT PER LANE: 6t600 
1969 TESTER 1976 TESTER 
TEST OAY OF SKID TEST DAY OF SKID 
DATE YEAR NUMBER DATE YEAR NUMBER 
).0/29/76 302 31o1 10/28/76 301 32.8 
U/01/76 305 34.6 ll/03/76 307 31.0 
H/10/76 314 35.8 11/08/76 312 33.1 
11/12/76 316 34.3 11/15/76 319 33.0 
11/16/76 320 35.0 ll/19/76 323 28.9 
12/08/76 342 39.5 12/08/76 342 '7. 0 
3/28/77 87 53.5 2/22/77 53 40.9 
3/29/77 88 47o8 3/07177 6o 50.4 
lt/07/77 97 47o4 3/10/77 69 4 5. 6 
5/04/77 124 43.0 4/29/77 11'1 35.7 
5/18/77 138 33.5 5/06/77 126 36.9 
5/Z2/77 142 38.3 5/25177 145 39.7 
8/15/77 227 34o3 6/02/77 15 3 39.7 
8/30/77 242 33.9 6/03/77 154 36.3 
9/06/77 249 33.2 6/07/77 158 37.8 
10/21/77 294 32.3 6/10/77 161 37.5 
ll/07/77 311 35.6 6/17/77 168 33.2 
11/29/77 333 47.5 7/14/77 1'15 29.9 
8/01/77 213 33.8 
9/19/77 262 33.9 
9/26/77 269 34.3 
9/28/77 271 32.9 
10/03/77 276 3 5.1 
10/10/77 283 35.2 
10/17/77 290 3'J .4 
10/24/77 i97 27.2 
10/31/77 304 30 ol 
11/14/77 318 32.2 
11/28/77 332 43.5 
12/13177 347 39od 
12/16/71 350 32.4 
12/29/77 363 35.2 
1/06/78 6 48.0 
72 
RtF~RENtE SECTION: PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT, 
4-LANE; US 60; FAYETTE CO.; CONSTRCTED: 1965; 
AADT PER LANE: 9,600 
1969 TESTER 1976 TESTER 
T.EST DAY OF 
DATE YEAR 




















































DAY OF SKID 
YEAR NUMBER 
342 41.5 
53 3 8. 7 
66 36.6 
69 3&. 2 
119 35.2 
12& 33.6 
145 30.0 
153 34.8 
154 37.1 
158 33.2 
195 33.2 
262 33.6 
269 34.8 
271 39.7 
276 35.2 
283 38.9 
290 36.1 
297 34.9 
304 32.9 
318 33.5 
332 42.0 
350 38.3 
363 36ol 
6 38.8 
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